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J/Fiction
America

McKenna, Ready to Fly by Mary Casanova
124 pages
When Seattle 4th grader, McKenna Brooks’ cast comes off, she dives back into gymnastics
training in hopes of making the competitive team, but after volunteering at a therapeutic
horseback center, she considers broadening her interests.

J/Fiction
Barnes

Ruby Flips for Attention by Derrick Barnes
129 pages
Ruby and her best friend want to start their own dance drill team but first they need to learn
some moves, and Ruby is hoping her brother Marcellus can help.

J/Fiction
Freitas

Gold Medal Winter by Donna Freitas
313 pages
Esperanza’s place on the United States Olympic figure skating team has come at the
expense of an injured skater, so in addition to the pressure of sudden
fame and outsized
expectations, she has to deal with the resentment of her teammates, and their efforts to
sabotage her routine.

J/Fiction
Friedman

Game Time Mallory! by Laurie Friedman
159 pages
Mallory is excited to participate in a new girls' basketball league, although she has never
played and her best friends are not interested, but as the worst player on her team she
realizes she has a lot to learn.

J/Fiction
Mack

After All, You’re Callie Boone by Winnie Mack
168 pages
Callie Boone's summer is crummy. The only things keeping her afloat are dive practice
with her dad and a top-secret Olympic dream. Then a boy named Hoot—who is not her
boyfriend!--moves in next door, turning her world upside down and right- side up.

J/Fiction
Mackel

Madcat by Kathy Mackel
185 pages
Madcat, who is really Madelyn Catherine, finds it difficult to like softball after her team
makes it to the championship. Madcat is already dealing with her dad’s multiple sclerosis.

J/Fiction
Marsden

Moon Runner by Carolyn Marsden
97 pages
Mina thinks that she has to choose between running and friendship after she discovers that
she can run faster than her friend, Ruth.

J/Fiction
Morgan

Alex’s Challenge by Melissa Morgan
156 pages
Eleven-year-old Alex Kim has trouble hiding a secret from the other girls in bunk 3C while
also trying to meet the high standards she sets for herself in sports and relationships.
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J/Fiction
Park

Keeping Score by Linda Sue Park
202 pages
Maggie Fortini is a die-hard Brooklyn Dodgers fan. Her brother, Jim, is drafted into the
Korean War and needs her help.

J/Fiction
Shang

The Great Wall of Lucy Wu by Wendy Wan Long Shang
312 pages
Eleven year old aspiring basketball star, Lucy Wu, is excited about finally having her own
bedroom, until she learns her great aunt is coming to visit and she will have to share her
room for several months.

J/Fiction
Chu

Taking the Reins by Jennifer Chu
165 pages
Christine is making some hard decisions. Does she want to help people and become a
Thoroughbred veterinarian instead of a jockey? Meanwhile, her cousin Melanie is trying to
decide if she should put people or career first.

J/Chapter
Brown

Lola Levine is Not Mean! by Monica Brown
88 pages
Second-grader Lola has a wonderful family, a great teacher, and the best friend ever, Josh.
They all help her feel better after she’s teased and forbidden to play team sports at recess.

J/Chapter
David

Gold Medal Mess by Kelly A. David
99 pages
Five friends are ready for their school's Olympics field day. But not everyone wants to play
fair. Someone is trying to ruin the events!

J/Chapter
Maddox

Storm Surfer by Jake Maddox
65 pages
While attending surf camp in North Carolina, Jill meets Meg, who is afraid of sharks.
While there, they also meet Sarah and Abbey, two of the most daring surfers. During the
surfing competition, a threatening hurricane seems to loom in the distance and Sarah and
Abbey are in grave danger.

J/Chapter
Meadows

Alice the Tennis Fairy by Daisy Meadows
65 pages
Everyone is preparing for the Fairy Olympics, but Jack Frost's goblins have stolen the
Sports Fairies' magic objects and are threatening to take over the competition. Rachel and
Kirsty's help is seriously needed to even the score!

J/Chapter
Osbourne

Hour of the Olympics by Mary Pope Osbourne
70 pages
Jack and Annie go back in time to witness the Olympics in Greece and are surprised to
find out what girls were not allowed to do.

J/Graphic Novel
My First

Too Short for the Court by Amy J. Lemke
25 pages
Morgan loves to shoot hoops, but she’s the smallest girl on the team. Can her friend
Alexis help her think big before the next game?

Look in these sections for a variety of sports books:
J/Chapter Maddox

J/Fiction Christopher

J/Chapter Sports Illustrated Kids

J/Fiction Thoroughbred

